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INTRODUCTION
This guide looks at how to generate secure, sustainable, tax efficient income in retirement from a collection
of investments and investment accounts. As fewer and fewer of us buy annuities, or rely on defined benefit
pensions to deliver this income, more and more of us are tasked with this key challenge.
To create the guide, we have combined the core skills of tax and investment planning with investment
management. The guide focuses on using non-controversial tax accounts which are readily available to UK
residents and UK tax payers and investing in the major global liquid investment markets. These accounts
and investments can be arranged with as little, or as much effort on your part as you wish to make.
CREATING RELIABLE, SUSTAINABLE INCOME IN RETIREMENT

SIPP
FLEXIBLE
INCOME

ISA
TAX FREE INCOME
AND GAINS

GIA
TAX EFFICIENT INCOME
AND GAINS

RELIABLE
SUSTAINABLE
TAX EFFICIENT
MONTHLY
INCOME

Whether you are transferring out of a defined benefit scheme,

Whichever camp you are in, this guide should be a good

approaching retirement, or have just received a lump sum of

starting point for laying out a plan of action to achieve your

capital that is irreplaceable and needs to look after you for the

goals and avoid any major pitfalls.

rest of your life, this guide will be essential reading before you
decide how to invest, what advice to take and what service
providers you are going to need.

Generating sustainable income from irreplaceable capital is
Tideway’s core activity and at the heart of all our services and
investment products. We understand the importance of the

For some, looking after their investments in retirement becomes

task in hand and the major responsibility we undertake when

a major activity and source of much enjoyment. They relish the

we put ourselves in control of your money at whatever level.

challenge and engagement with investment markets and businesses

Our aim is to be cautious, not to speculate, to invest where

and have the confidence and expertise to be in control and make
all the major decisions. For many though, this is neither what they
want to do nor do they feel confident or capable of doing it. In
this situation, it is essential to engage with a wealth management
service to make those decisions for you and create and maintain
your investment portfolio. Selecting such a service provider can be

we understand what’s going on and to underpromise and
overdeliver. We are keen for you to understand what we do
for our fees and why, and understand enough that you won’t
get surprised or stressed by the way your investments behave
if you appoint us to look after your money.

a daunting prospect in a crowded market place stuffed full of jargon,

Take your time to read the guide and please feel free to call or

mixed messages, complexity and lack of transparency.

email us with your questions.
TIDEWAY WEALTH
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TWO REASONS WHY INVESTING FOR
RETIREMENT INCOME IS HARD TODAY
LIFE EXPECTANCY
We are all pretty familiar with the case that average life expectancy has been steadily rising.

LIFE EXPECTANCY AT BIRTH, 1930 - 2013 (UK)
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But in many respects average life expectancy is not the big
challenge for us. We expect to live longer and work longer so
planning to live an extra five years to say age 83, versus 78,
thirty years ago might be a big issue for an insurance company
actuary but it’s not such a big issue for us. It is interesting to

health record like?
• What’s your family history of longevity?
• How about your lifestyle? Diet, plus levels of exercise,

note that these graphs are levelling off, suggesting further gains

smoking, stress and alcohol consumption are all known to be

in average life expectancy from here might be quite small.

big influencers in life expectancy.

However, the problem is that when we are planning our

This spread of life expectancy is also one of the reasons why

retirement we are a population of just one, so average life

fixed, annuity-style, lifetime income is less popular.

expectancy is of little use to us. We want to know when we

It’s clear our income needs will vary a lot as we move through

are likely to die and that’s much more difficult to forecast now
than ever before. The distribution of life expectancy between
those who die from the big killers of cancer, heart attacks and
strokes and those who live on to a ripe old age in good health

our 60’s, 70’s, 80’s and beyond as we shift from fully active
retirement, to more passive retirement and ultimately to
needing care.

is bigger than ever. More people are living to 100 and beyond

People are working longer and taking the opportunity to have

but still these major illnesses take their toll in our late 60’s and

career breaks and to make changes to their working patterns in

early 70’s. A thirty year spread in probable life expectancy

their mid 50’s. They are also pulling their retirement income and

is the new reality and something we need to consider in our

investment capital together from a range of sources at different

retirement investment plans.

times, including severance payments, inheritances, equity

In thinking about how long you might live, the following factors
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• How old are you now and what’s your current health and past

release from property, buy-to-let income and part time earnings.

will be a much better guide than the average mortality figures

All of these factors point to a more flexible approach to the

shown in the chart:

retirement income task.
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TWO REASONS WHY INVESTING FOR
RETIREMENT INCOME IS HARD TODAY
REAL YIELD ON 15 YEAR GILTS
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THE STATE OF INVESTMENT MARKETS
Further on in this guide we will refer to a 15 year Government
bond or gilt bought in 2000 and yielding 5% p.a. at a time
when UK inflation was about 2.5%, such that this bond would
have given a real return after inflation of 2.5% per year.

Drag factor from bonds to shares
Because there is no real yield on gilts and vanilla corporate
bonds, investors are forced to hold bigger equity exposures
where dividend yields, on face value, look more attractive.

The second major challenge facing income investors today

This generally means more investment risk. Many medium,

is that this same gilt bought today (21.04.2017) will yield just

or medium to low risk investors, investing their pension

1.4% at a time when inflation is still running at about 2.5%.

funds and retirement savings are going into relatively high

This bond now gives a negative real return of -1% a year.

equity content portfolios with 60% or more of their portfolios

This can be attributed to the financial crisis, weak global growth
and increased global competition, plus ‘easy’ or accommodating
financial policies adopted by the major central banks of low
interest rates and quantitative easing. These policies have been
with us for almost a decade. They do not appear to be going
away anytime soon and cause all sorts of problems.

allocated to shares. This goes counter to historic norms
which would have seen a cautious investor holding 40% or
less in shares.
Elevated share prices
With more investors chasing shares inevitably prices go up
relative to the earnings of companies. This means the risk

Depressed portfolio yields
This gives investors real problems in constructing lower risk
investment portfolios for income investors. We see so called

of a downward correction is higher whilst it also means that
future returns from shares are likely to be lower than for
recent years.

‘balanced’ or ‘medium’ risk portfolios generating only 1.5% per

There is clear evidence of this in US share prices which on

year or less in income yield after fees from some of the UK’s

some measures have only been more highly valued than at

most respected wealth managers. This would mean investing

present during the millennium dot com bubble and just prior

£2m to create £30,000 of income after fees but before tax.

to the 1930’s crash.

TIDEWAY WEALTH
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TWO REASONS WHY INVESTING FOR
RETIREMENT INCOME IS HARD TODAY
THE SHILLER PRICE EARNINGS RATIO
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The Shiller price earnings ratio for the S&P 500 is based on average inflation-adjusted earnings from the previous 10 years.

THE SHILLER PRICE EARNINGS RATIO
Many forecasters are saying that given the current valuations

• You don’t get too carried away with the level of exposure to

in share markets future returns for the next decade or so are

shares, unless you really are prepared to take the very long

more likely to be inflation plus 1% or 2% versus the inflation

view to ride out what might be a very bumpy ride on your

plus 5% - 6% achieved over the last 100 years.

overall portfolio value and have sufficient safe reserves to make

Given the twin realities of negative real returns on
Government bonds and many highly rated corporate

• The funds and shares you own don’t expose you to bubbles

bonds plus high stock market valuations for the major

and very over valued stocks that could result in permanent

world markets, income in retirement investors need to be

capital losses.

especially careful.
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up your income and capital needs for many years to come.

• You ‘sweat’ the fixed income portion of your portfolio to

Whether you are making the asset allocations and fund

seek out positive real returns rather than committing yourself

selections yourselves or using a wealth manager it’s important

to investments that will definitely erode your money over

that in the ultimate portfolio outcome:

time after inflation and fees.
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HOW THE INCOME IN RETIREMENT
INVESTMENT TASK BUILDS UP
Most people understand the need to invest their money in

where we can buy and sell investment securities. These

retirement. At its most basic level investing is about putting

securities generally fall into two camps; shares (often called

your accumulated savings’ capital to work to earn a better

equities) if we want to own a slice of something for a share in

return than a cash deposit account until you need to spend it

profits and future capital value and bonds if we want to loan

or pass it on.

money to a company or government for a predetermined
return and investment period.

Whilst you can invest large amounts in things such as
individual properties or a small business, these are often

So, at its most basic level we need to take our funds out of a

illiquid and require considerable management effort. To invest

bank deposit and buy a bunch of investment securities that

in more liquid investments that can be bought and sold readily

generate higher investment returns than cash deposit rates

in smaller size blocks we have the global investment markets

and then create our income from these investments.

A bunch of
investment
securities

Fine so far but which securities do we buy and when do we

So for the vast majority some form of professional investment

buy and sell them? Do we buy shares or bonds and how do

manager is required, someone whose full time job it is to

we create the income we need?

select, buy and sell those securities on your behalf.

Most people will recognise straight away that they are out of

But which investment manager do I choose and can I rely

their depth and are going to need professional help. To do

on just one to look after all my money? Do I even need an

this without that help requires investment knowledge,

investment manager? What about a passive tracking fund

continuing research, steady nerves and a considerable

that tracks an index?

amount of administration. It will mean week by week effort

The answer quickly emerges, which is to buy a selection of

and is not for the faint hearted.

collective investment funds rather than individual securities.

A bunch of

Held through

investment

a selection

securities

of funds

TIDEWAY WEALTH
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HOW THE INCOME IN RETIREMENT
INVESTMENT TASK BUILDS UP
By buying funds you can employ a number of specialist fund

Gone are the very wide bid and offer spreads that used to see

managers rather than one single investment manager and/or

you down three to five percent on day one. Gone too are trail

use passive investment strategies to put your money

commissions, banned by the regulators in 2012. Since 2012

to work. In doing so you can also split up your money

Tideway estimates that the average annual costs in funds have

into different areas of the market and between shares

reduced from over 1.5% to under 1% and in many cases down

and bonds, referred to in industry speak as asset

towards 0.5% with some passive funds costing as little as 0.10%.

allocation, employing a different specialist fund manager

Plus - and it’s one of the industry’s better kept secrets - you

in each asset class.

are more likely to get a better manager looking after your

Using funds also addresses another major issue for private

money via a fund than where you employ an investment

investors which is the minimum size of investments, or the

manager directly just for your portfolio.

minimum value that can be bought and sold commercially.

Some people will take a view that they can decide which

With modern electronic trading it’s now possible to buy just a

funds to buy and sell to create and run their portfolio and

few thousand pounds of one share commercially, however in

this is now possible on a number of online execution-only

the bond market things are very different. Many bonds now

investment platforms. However, as we will see further on in

trade with minimum denominations of £100,000 which, given

this guide, this task post retirement, when you need to live off

the need for diversification, puts them out of reach for most

your investment capital and have irreplaceable capital, is quite

private investors. In collective funds your money gets invested

a bit tougher than when you are living off earned income and

with other investors and the manager gets to invest one big

accumulating your savings.

portfolio, often hundreds of £ millions in size.

It can be done and is a more manageable task than trying

Due to the proliferation of funds most private client wealth

to buy the securities directly but don’t underestimate the

managers now won’t use individual securities for private

effort still required and the potential pitfalls. It still requires

clients unless you give them at least £2m to look after.

investment knowledge, research, judgement, discipline and

However, you need not worry, using funds does not make you

administration employed on a regular basis.

a second class citizen, in fact just the opposite.
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So at this point, again, most will get help and have an

There is a continuing price war in fund management and as

investment professional do the asset allocation and select

of late funds have become much cheaper to access and are

the funds and specialist mangers to create and manage the

now cheaper to buy and sell than some individual securities.

portfolio of funds for them.

TIDEWAY WEALTH

A bunch of

Held through

Selected and

investment

a selection

managed by a

securities

of funds

portfolio manager

HOW THE INCOME IN RETIREMENT
INVESTMENT TASK BUILDS UP
So now we have a solution for creating an investment

means it can be tax efficient to hold investments directly in

portfolio that will deliver the income you need.

General Investment Accounts, now often referred to as GIAs.

But how are the various funds held and what about tax?
Most people will have accumulated their savings through tax
privileged accounts often referred to as tax wrappers. The
most common being personal pension accounts of one form
or another such as a SIPP and Individual Savings Accounts
known as ISAs. Additionally we have valuable personal tax

A couple may be able to make use of all three of these and
therefore need money invested in up to six separately
taxed accounts.
With a good online investment wrap platform you can set
up these accounts yourself and manage your portfolio and
income withdrawals across the various accounts.

allowances like our capital gains tax allowance which

A bunch of

Held through

Selected and

Held via a

investment

a selection

managed by a

number of tax

securities

of funds

portfolio manager

wrapper accounts

But think about this for a few moments and many more questions and issues emerge:
• Which funds are best held in which accounts?
• Which account should I spend first if I’m thinking about
passing on money to my children?
• How do we best optimise our position as a couple?
• What about the pension lifetime allowance?

• If I need it as a lump sum, where do I take it from tax
efficiently and without selling investments at a loss?
• What just happened in the last budget, do I need to change
my funds and accounts?
Solving these questions and putting the answers into practice
is the job of a financial adviser.

• How much money can I spend if I want to avoid running out?

T I D E W AY T I P S
The best investment managers gravitate towards fund

manager. If you are good at investing, market forces are such

management rather than working directly on private client

that you will most likely become a fund manager for a specialist

portfolios for individual investors. Because funds can be

fund management business not a private client investment

unlimited in size the financial rewards for managing successful

manager for a bank or wealth manager.

funds are far greater than working as a private client portfolio

TIDEWAY WEALTH
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HOW THE INCOME IN RETIREMENT
INVESTMENT TASK BUILDS UP

A bunch of

Held through

Selected and

Held via a

investment

a selection

managed by a

number of tax

securities

of funds

portfolio manager

wrapper accounts

help arrange the most
tax efficient accounts
and withdrawls

So here, finally, is the complete solution incorporating financial

However, if you are still undecided as to who to use and

advice, tax wrappers, specialist funds and portfolio management.

would like to understand how you might chose such a firm,

This combined solution is what is commonly described as a
wealth management service. Those who have already identified
a wealth manager they want to use, or are comfortable with the
one they are already using can stop here.

or, if you are thinking about taking on some of the tasks
yourself, then read on. To make informed decisions on these
issues it will help you to understand the challenges, tasks,
disciplines and features that make for good at-retirement
wealth management service, which in turn should deliver the

Like an annuity which just pays out each month, if you have a

income you need with the highest degree of certainty and

good wealth manager looking after you, save for a check in at

lowest risks.

least every year or so, or if your circumstances change, you
should be able to sit back and let them take the strain.
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With an adviser to
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HOW THE INCOME IN RETIREMENT
INVESTMENT TASK BUILDS UP
WEALTH MANAGEMENT
1. Planning and Advice
2. Wrapper Platform Accounts and Investment Custody
3. Fund Selection, Asset Allocation and Portfolio Administration
4. Investment Funds and Specialist Investment Managers
5. Underlying Investment Securities, Bonds and Shares

SIPP
FLEXIBLE
INCOME

ISA
TAX FREE INCOME
AND GAINS

GIA
TAX EFFICIENT INCOME
AND GAINS

RELIABLE
SUSTAINABLE
TAX EFFICIENT
MONTHLY
INCOME

Please remember that the tax treatment of investment returns is dependent on individual circumstances and may be subject
to change in the future.
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DECUMULATION VERSUS ACCUMULATION
In investment speak we talk about moving from the so called “accumulation” phase to the “decumulation” phase as we move
from working and living off our earned income to living off our savings capital, the state pension and any other lifetime pension
income. With the big shift away from annuities and other life-time income sources, this is where the investment task gets serious.

IRREPLACEABLE CAPITAL AND AVOIDING PERMANENT CAPITAL LOSSES
This may be a somewhat obvious point but nevertheless

What does this mean in practical investing terms? Well,

worth thinking about and taking some salutary lessons from

generally you should be thinking about taking less risk, and in

the last thirty years.

particular less risks around suffering big permanent losses of

When you are in your 30’s and 40’s time and opportunity

your investment capital.

is on your side. Earnings may be higher in future, a

Having worked in and watched investment markets over that

business might take off, or you might write a best seller!

last thirty years here are our top four investment techniques to

You are not reliant on your investments for income and

risk permanently losing your money:

any loss to your investment capital can be weathered and
rebuilt over time.
For most, however, there will be a point where you stop

1. Investing too much in a single company
2. Investing in a market ‘bubble’

accumulating savings and capital and the opportunity to

3. Investing in unregulated illiquid funds

accumulate more diminishes considerably.

4. Being a forced seller in a market crash

INVESTING TOO MUCH IN A SINGLE COMPANY
Royal Bank of Scotland, Lloyds Bank, Lehman Bros, British &

It is also worth looking at the difference between being a

Commonwealth, Barings Bank, Nokia, Twitter

shareholder or bondholder in companies. Shareholders are

Are all examples of high profile, large, what you might hear called

generally worse off than bondholders when a company runs

‘blue chip’ companies where as shareholders over the last few

into trouble. This was particularly true with the two banks

decades there have been either total losses or significant and

mentioned, Lloyds and RBS, where bondholders held on

most likely irreversible losses of more than 50% of your capital.

to their capital throughout the recent financial crisis versus

This is called ‘specific risk’ and can easily be avoided by

shareholders who suffered 70% plus write-downs.

spreading your investments over a large number of companies.

It highlights the point that bonds are generally less risky

The rule of thumb for shares is at least 20 companies but in

than shares. As a bondholder your claim on the

retirement you are likely to want more than this. This is where

company’s assets and income is ahead of shareholders

collective funds really help as most funds will invest in at least

and this is particularly important if a company has a bad

30-50 different companies, so if you hold at least 4 or 5 different

trading period. If profits fall share prices can collapse

styles of funds your money is going to be invested in more than

dramatically but as long as the business remains solvent

100 companies. In this situation a failure of one company is not

and continues to trade, bondholders will generally get their

going to have a major impact on your overall capital.

interest and capital back.

T I D E W AY T I P S
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It’s important to look under the bonnet of funds to see the

sector where lots of funds end up investing in many of the

companies and securities they are actually invested in. There

same companies. Buying two of these funds will simply double

are a lot of funds out there and a lot of duplication of company

up on most holdings rather than spreading your money over

holdings. This is particularly apparent in the Equity Income

different companies.

TIDEWAY WEALTH

DECUMULATION VERSUS ACCUMULATION
INVESTING IN A MARKET ‘BUBBLE’
Pricing Spread: Bid-Bid, Data Frequency: Daily, Currency: Pounds Sterling
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This chart of the Nikkei 225 index which tracks the top 225

for example Brazil in 2007/8. They can last for several years,

Japanese shares shows its value still significantly lower today

but once the truth around ‘bubble’ valuations finally emerges,

than the value it hit in 1990, twenty seven years ago.

which like the fable of ‘Emperor’s new clothes” it always does,

Between 1988 and 1993 (for almost 5 years), when the
index was well over 20,000 and hit 39,000 at one point,
we can clearly now see that Japanese share prices were in
a ‘bubble’. Investment bubbles describe scenarios where

prices fall fast and far and can take decades to recover, if
indeed they ever do. In the case of Japanese shares the fall
to the bottom in 2003 wiped 80% off the value of Sterling
investments in this market.

prices become irrational and unsupported by the real value of

Bubbles can be avoided by not being greedy and getting

the investments. They tend to occur in investments that we

sucked into the next fashionable investment trend. By sticking

know the least about and find hardest to value, technology

to investments where we understand the fundamental valuation

companies, biotech companies and some emerging markets,

metrics such as real profits, cash flow and balance sheet value.

TIDEWAY WEALTH
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DECUMULATION VERSUS ACCUMULATION
INVESTING IN UNREGULATED ILLIQUID FUNDS
We are all reasonably familiar with the major hedge fund

This extracted table from an article in the Telegraph in

collapses, the ancient and often repeated ‘ponzi’ schemes

2015 highlights the number of suspended funds and the

such as the infamous Madoff fund.

approximate amounts invested in those funds. At the time of

But throughout the last thirty years and continuing today, at
higher volumes than ever before, are a range of un-regulated
fund structures that invest in what will ultimately become
illiquid investments in any kind of market downturn.

the article none of those investors could get their money out,
nor really knew what the real value of their investment was.
Many have ultimately lost all their funds or recovered only a
fraction of the amounts invested.

SUSPENDED FUNDS LISTED IN A DAILY TELEGRAPH ARTICLE IN JUNE 2015.
FTSE 100 PLC

WHEN WAS IT

HOW MUCH MONEY IS

SUSPENDED?

HELD IN THE FUND(S)?

Four Elements Apollo

2015

£80m

Axiom Legal Financing fund

2012

£120m

Centurion Defined Return,

2011

£180m

CF Arch Cru Investment and Diversified Funds

2009

£363m

Connaught Series 1 Income

2012

£118m

EEA Life Settlements Fund

2013

£1.2bn

Harlequin Property

2013

£400m

LM Investment Management

2013

£500m

Managing Partners Limited Traded Polices Fund

2013

£160m

Mansion Student Accommodation

2013

£300m

Strategic Growth

2013

£50m

The Glanmore Property

2009

£214m

Quadris Fixed Rate Distribution

2011

£144m

Life Settlements fund and Argent Fund
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Today we have funds and schemes investing in car parks,

Given the huge range of opportunities for returns in well

peer to peer lending, forestry, wind farms, films, the list goes

researched regulated liquid investments and funds this

on. Some will work out to be perfectly good investments but

is an area to avoid with capital earmarked to generate

some will end up as spectacular failures.

income in retirement.

TIDEWAY WEALTH

DECUMULATION VERSUS ACCUMULATION
BEING A FORCED SELLER IN A MARKET CRASH
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This chart of the UK’s FTSE 100 index which tracks the prices
of the top 100 shares on the London stock exchange shows
three market crashes of around 50% in value; 1987, 2000
to 2003, and 2008. The first very sharp in a matter of days,
the second dragged on for three years and the last and most
recent in memory happened over a few months following the
collapse of Lehman Brothers.
Selling at the bottom of these crashes, whether you need the
money to spend or simply because you can’t bear to see it fall
any further in value, will incur permanent losses to your capital.

don’t have too much money in shares in the first place.
So it is imperative you hold enough money in more secure
investments so that you can access funds to meet your
income and any capital needs through the crash and until
prices recover without having to sell shares, which in the last
crash took six years. But you also need to think in advance
about how you are going to feel when prices fall (note it’s not
if but when, it will happen again).
It’s true to say that most people have a breaking point at
which the horror of seeing further losses outweighs the

Market crashes generally happen when the majority of

logic of knowing that in the long term prices should recover,

commentators are not predicting them, they often get triggered

remembering that at that moment nothing you will read

by completely unpredictable events and they test investors’

in the news will be anything but doom and gloom. Stock

nerves. At the bottom of each dip the news in the press is

market commentators call it ‘capitulation’ or throwing in

always unremittingly gloomy and it always looks like markets

the towel, when even those who don’t need to sell become

will fall further and that share prices will never recover. Holding

compelled to do so. It often marks the last lurch down

on through crashes of this magnitude, let alone buying shares

before a recovery and will do untold damage to those who

in these conditions takes good planning and strong nerves.

get caught up in it.

Fortunately buying shares is not the only way to make a better

So what is your tolerance to a drop in your portfolio’s value?

than cash return and owning bonds rather than shares tends

How will you feel it it’s down, 10%, 20%, 40% or more?

to be a less volatile experience. So the first key to surviving a

The answer to these questions will then set a limit on how

market crash without selling any shares is to make sure you

much of your portfolio overall should be exposed to shares.

TIDEWAY WEALTH
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DECUMULATION VERSUS ACCUMULATION
INVESTING IN VOLATILE MARKETS: ‘POUND COST SAVAGING’ VS ‘POUND COST AVERAGING’
This leads on to another challenge faced when investing for

a job and earned income. But in retirement we will need to

income in volatile markets, markets where prices are moving

spend those dividends and indeed may even need a bit more

up and down, like the FTSE 100 index.

income than just the dividends over time, effectively spending

When we are accumulating savings and making regular investments

our capital as time goes on.

over time, volatility can be a following wind. If markets fall we get to

In these situations the exact opposite happens and volatility

buy more investments with our future savings and this opportunity

works as a head wind. We call it ‘pound cost savaging’ This

can more than outweigh the losses on the earliest of our savings.

is because we end up either not buying on market dips, or

It’s even actually a well-documented investment strategy known as

worse still we end up selling shares in those market dips.

“pound cost averaging” whereby it’s better to invest regularly over
time into a volatile market than up front in one go.

The chart below shows three different investors all investing
in the same low cost FTSE 100 tracker fund for 15 years to

Saving regularly can be as simple as reinvesting the dividends

the end of 2015 and through two of the market crashes just

paid out by shares which of course we can do when we have

discussed. It shows the balance of their capital over time.

£1M INVESTED IN A FTSE 100 ETF FROM THE START OF 2000 TO THE END OF 2015

1,800,000
1,600,000

ACCOUNT VALUE

1,400,000
1,200,000
1,000,000
800,000

INVESTOR 1
No Income
Withdrawals
INVESTOR 2
2% Initial Income
Withdrawals plus
2% Inflation
INVESTOR 3

400,000
200,000

5% Initial Income
Withdrawals with
2% Inflation

Source: Tideway Investment Partners LLP/Black Rock iShares

The investor performances shown are simulated based on the actual capital and dividend returns from iShares FTSE 100
ETF and an assumption for an investment platform charge. Please remember past performance is not a reliable indicator of
future performance.
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INVESTOR 1
Made no withdrawals and reinvested all dividends.

Remember each investor has been in the exact same

He made a profit of £585,000 or approximately 60%

investment and has seen just the same capital movements

overall over the 15 years equivalent to 3.9% a year in

and dividends paid out. The lower return for investor 3 is

simple interest terms for each of the 15 years even though

down to not reinvesting dividends and constantly selling

value of the index rose just 6.1% from 6,360 to 6,750

investments to generate cash to meet income needs, even

over those years. This return would have beaten inflation

as markets have fallen. This has incurred capital losses which

and is calculated after allowing for fees of holding such an

have largely outweighed the dividends earned over the years.

investment on a low cost platform.

INVESTOR 2
Made initial withdrawals of 2% or £20,000 per year
and increased these by 2% per year to compensate for
inflation. His returns are not as good without the benefit of
reinvesting dividends but there has been no need to eat
into capital. He has made a profit overall of £395,000 or
approximately 40% equivalent to simple interest of 2.7% a

There are a few worthy additional lessons to be taken from
this exercise:
• Fifteen years by any judgement is a long investment period,
and yet if you asked most investment advisers today what
length of time is needed to get a better return from equities
than bonds they will say 5-10 years. This is simply not true and
definitely not true if you are taking an income from a portfolio.
• It’s worth noting that in 2000 you could buy 15 year UK

year. This return would have been around inflation, better

Government bonds (gilts) yielding over 5% so it would have

than a deposit account, but not much.

been possible to buy risk free investments that would have
delivered better returns than all three investors achieved.

INVESTOR 3
Has made withdrawals in excess of dividends after

Never underestimate a steady fixed return.
• There is a lot in the press about passive versus active

fees starting with £50,000 a year, or 5% and increases

investment and keeping costs low. These investors did

these by 2% a year to compensate inflation. His profit is

this but two of them have had pretty lousy returns.

just £109,000 or around 11% over the whole 15 years,

What is clear is that sound investing is about what you

equivalent to simple interest of just 0.7% per year. This

invest in, when you invest and your return after costs, not

return would have been worse than just using a simple

just about low fees. Low cost index-tracking funds may look

deposit account.

attractive on paper but if they are the wrong investment for
the job in hand it’s an entirely false economy.

TIDEWAY WEALTH
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DECUMULATION VERSUS ACCUMULATION
THE NEED TO CREATE PREDICTABLE INVESTMENT RETURNS
In the accumulation phase we can be largely indifferent to when

Furthermore, while share and property values may vary

investment returns arrive, how big they are and whether they

significantly from year to year based on market sentiment, the

come in the form of income or capital gains. We can invest

income they produce will generally be much more constant.

surplus funds comfortably knowing we won’t need to access

Only in extremely poor economic conditions or in the case of

them for years to come and are not too concerned as to exactly

a permanent loss as previously described does the income

what profit is made. If we are sensible about what accounts

fall away.

we save into we can generally also be indifferent from a tax
perspective as to whether returns are income or gains.

accuracy what your investments will produce in income each

However, when you need a regular income from your

year after all fees by way of dividends and interest payments.

investments, understanding the amounts of income generated

This is your portfolio’s natural income yield. If you are

by the investments and forecasting the likely level of capital

fortunate to have a large amount of savings capital relative to

gains to be made becomes vitally important.

the income you need then you may be able to just live off this

In general the income from most investments is much more

natural income yield. This puts you in a very secure position

reliable and predictable than the capital growth that will be

and means you are not having to spend capital each year to

made. Interest on bonds for example are quite often fixed

meet your income needs.

for the duration of the bond, so as long as the business, or
country issuing the bond remains solvent the income earned
will be known from outset.
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It’s therefore important to be able to forecast with a degree of

However for most investors this natural yield after fees will be
insufficient and they will need to consume a level of capital
over time to supplement the natural yield up to the level of

In the case of dividends from shares, which represent a

income needed. This is where it becomes important to have

portion of the profit made each year or rental income from

a view on what total returns might be generated by a portfolio

property, these tend to go up over time in line with inflation.

in terms of capital gains and income combined.

TIDEWAY WEALTH
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BONDS VERSUS SHARES WHEN IT COMES TO FORECASTING RETURNS
In forecasting returns it’s much easier to forecast the returns

why we understand shares to be the best long term investment.

on fixed income securities than on shares. If we know a bond

However, long term in this context is 20 plus years and if we

will mature in 5 years and we know the yield on that bond to

look at the returns produced from UK shares over 5 year periods

maturity, save for any kind of default by the issuer, we know

the return outcomes are much more random and widely spread

what the return will be.

from +25% a year at one extreme to -22% a year at the other. If
you take the long term return as the target then your chances of

By contrast with shares there is much less certainty. The chart

hitting that target over 5 years are not much better than calling

below plots data sourced from Barclays Gilt Equity Study which

heads or tail on a coin flip, its broadly 50/50.

has looked at investment returns from the past one hundred years.
The study shows long term returns from UK shares have been

It’s clear that predicting total returns from equities over less than

around 5-6% per year on top of inflation. This is a great return and

15 years is highly speculative and likely to be wrong.

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM REAL RETURNS OVER VARIOUS PERIODS

23 year

20 year

10 year

Cash
Gilts
Equities

5 year

1 year
-60%

-40%

-20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Source: Barclays Research
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If you can make a reasonable forecast of future returns you can

look at how long a pension fund will last given the income

start to do some projections and planning to see how long your

withdrawn, any one-off lump sum taken and the after fees and

savings will last using a forecast or target return. For example

inflation return achieved.

using Tideway’s online drawdown calculator allows you to

TIDEWAY’S DRAWDOWN CALCULATOR OUTPUT
Starting Pension Fund Value

£ 900,000

Target annual pension fund

£ 30,000

What age is it due to start?		 65
One-off withdrawal

£ 225,000

Real annual investment return net of fees		 1.5%
			Calculate
990000

P
 ension
fund value
F
 und value
after one-off
withdrawal

900000
810000
720000
630000
540000
450000
360000
270000
180000
90000
0
65

70

75

80

85

90

95

However, if your portfolio is heavily invested in shares in reality

To get more predictable returns over the next 10 to 20 years

the chances are your actual account value will be a long way

you need to add more fixed income to your portfolio rather

from such a projection for many years.

than more shares.

T I D E W AY T I P S
There is more to successful investing than just buying high profile

It is also where the highest charging funds sit and so it’s often

equity or share based funds as discussed in the financial media.

where the most advertising revenue comes from for the paper.

Often reading the weekend money pages you might think that
fixed income funds and investments don’t exist as so much of the
content is focused on equity markets. This is where the volatility is
and where the eyecatching headlines often come from.
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Fixed income investing offers far more certain returns and can
often be the “tortoise” to the equity “hare”.

GETTING IT RIGHT
THE IMPORTANCE OF HORIZON INVESTMENT PLANNING
One of the most important lessons from the previous section

This discipline is increasingly becoming known as horizon

was the danger of investing in volatile investments when making

planning and should be given just as much attention as asset

regular income withdrawals, with the risk of becoming a forced

allocation when building a portfolio. It’s not a new process,

seller at a loss. We also know that to get better returns, we have

quite the contrary, with a defined benefit pension fund one

to accept some volatility in investment values and that while we

of the key roles of the scheme actuary is to tell the fund’s

might get lucky with more volatile investments and get gains

investment managers how big the scheme’s liabilities are and

quickly, the best way to ensure those gains materialise is to be

when they fall due. In institutional terms it’s often called liability

prepared to hold on for the long term.

management and will dictate the investments the fund will buy
to match the liabilities as they fall due.

The way to deal with this dilemma is to separate out
investments in those accounts where you are going to make

Private investors who want to be certain of being able to meet

regular withdrawals, so that if we need to cash something in to

their income needs in years to come need to take much the

meet a withdrawal this can be done from a stable investment

same approach. For example, here is how Tideway describes

rather than a volatile one that might be sitting at a loss.

one of its three drawdown portfolios Stable Return 2.

Horizon Allocation

35%

Asset Allocation

20%

35%

25%

30%
Horizon One

Horizon Two

Horizon Three

Bonds

Equities

55%

Absolute Return

The asset allocation tells us how much of the portfolio is invested in what investment asset class or investment strategy.
This is how we assess the level of risk in the overall portfolio. But we also break the portfolio down into time horizons:

Horizon 1

Horizon 2

Horizon 3

Up to 5 years

5-10 years

10 years plus

These horizon periods are how long we think it will be

look at how much and when you will need to draw funds from

necessary to ensure a good return from the underlying

the account it’s then possible to ensure you should always be

investments, the likely investment holding period we should be

drawing from cash or investments that can be turned into cash

planning for. With this analysis and some cashflow planning to

at a profit.

T I D E W AY T I P S
Some pension investment solutions simply cannot incorporate

selling across all your investment assets. This will include the

any horizon planning. For example, consider a unitised

underlying shares you hold even if the stock market is in a

managed fund with all the various assets bundled in it. This

slump and they may be being sold at a loss. This will also apply

type of fund may give you the right overall investment risk but

to some drawdown accounts offered by insurance companies

when you come to sell units to meet withdrawals, you will be

rather than by a SIPP or platform provider.

TIDEWAY WEALTH
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GETTING IT RIGHT
HYBRID CAPITAL BONDS – GENERATING STABLE RETURNS AND RELIABLE INCOME
In the previous section, we looked at the current state

rates rise long duration bonds will fall further in capital terms

of investment markets. The poor returns now offered by

than short duration bonds. Note that these falls will be

government debt and very low risk corporate bonds and the

temporary and that ultimately, save for default risk, interest and

dangers of getting too sucked into equity investing.

original capital will be repaid. This is the fixed and secure nature

This leads neatly on to exploring an area of the bond market

of investing in fixed income securities.

which is little talked about in the financial press, not easily

Speculating on currency exchange rates, is just that,

accessed by private investors and yet is extensively invested

speculation and like the third option, buying bonds where

in by institutional pension schemes. This is a sub group of

there is a much higher risk of default is likely to be too much

corporate bonds, or loans issued by companies known

risk for a significant portion of your retirement capital.

collectively as Hybrid Capital.

Hybrids are bonds where the bond issuer has some ability,

If you want to increase the returns you make from fixed income

allowed within the prospectus governing the bond terms, to

securities there are a limited number of options:

vary the terms of the bond. This variability adds some risk to

1. You can buy longer duration bonds tying up your money for

investing in them, but also means they pay higher returns.
Even in today’s low interest rate world, returns from Hybrids are

a longer time period
2. You can invest in a foreign currency bond and hope to make
a profit on the exchange rate movement
3. You can buy a bond issued by a less creditworthy
company or institution, which is commonly called a ‘junk’
bond or ‘high yield’ bond

generally above inflation after allowing for fees and like other
fixed income securities are delivered with a high degree of
predictability based on pre-determined interest payments and
capital repayment dates.
Furthermore, there are a number of tax and capital treatment
incentives for large, well-capitalised companies to issue

4. Or, you can buy a hybrid bond

such bonds and as such hybrids allow us to earn higher

Buying longer duration bonds puts your capital more at

fixed income returns from very big, reasonably safe and well

risk to movements in interest rates. In particular, if interest

run companies.

INSTRUMENT

TYPICAL FEATURES

DEBT

• Mandatory repayment of interest and principal
• Non-payment = “event of default”
• Dated
• Fixed principal value

HYBRID

• Deferral or non-payment of interest is not an “event of default”

CAPITAL

• Possible write down of principal value or conversion into equity
• Very long dated or undated (perpetual)
• Fixed capital value prior to any conversion

EQUITY

• Optional dividends
• Undated
• Variable capital value
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HYBRID CAPITAL EXAMPLE: J SAINSBURY PLC
6.5% PERPETUAL

Essentially, this bond pays 6.5% p.a. every year for 5 years
2016-2020, delivering a 32.5 % total return over 5 years
(assuming no re-investment). The risk in the bond is that J
Sainsbury does not pay a dividend and decides to defer interest.

Terms and Conditions include:
• £250 million issued in June 2015
• 6.5 % annual coupon; Minimum piece £ 100 k
• Dividend Stopper: If an equity dividend is paid,
interest payments are mandatory
• In the event of non-payment, interest is cumulative
and with “interest on interest”
• Callable at 100 June 2020
• If not called at 100 in 2020 coupons increase to
5-year Gilts + 9.727%

But as the company has paid a dividend every year for over
30 years, unpaid interest remains owed and interest on unpaid
interest compounds, the risk of non-payment is relatively low
and a 6.5 % annual return is good compensation for the risks.

WHAT’S HAPPENED IN PRACTICE TO THE
SAINSBURY BOND?
Today the bond trades at around 108p such that bond
holders have enjoyed a total return of 21% in two years
(6.5%+6.5%+8%). By contrast Sainsbury’s shares have been
broadly flat in value for 2 years and paid out dividends have
been lower at around 4% giving a total return of 8%.
Along the way the shares have been quite volatile, down over
15% at one point.

Hybrid Capital is one of Tideway’s specialist subjects. We have written a Guide To Hybrid Capital and have a range of regulated
collective investment funds which invest in hybrid capital bonds.

TIDEWAY WEALTH
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GETTING IT RIGHT
THE CASE FOR ACTIVE VERSUS PASSIVE FUND MANAGEMENT
The case for active versus passive is heavily in favour of

However, what if you give the investment manager

passive funds when you look at funds which closely mirror an

wider investment choice and look for those with specific

easily trackable index. The funds are often referred to in the

strategies largely away from the index constituents? These

financial press as ‘index huggers’. It’s a strong argument, the

funds are not easily replicable by an index and some have

chances of finding a fund manager who can select say 50

consistent records and methodologies for beating the main

stocks from the FTSE 100 on a regular basis and outperform

trackable indices.

the index over time is slim. If you pick two or three of these
funds then collectively the chances of outperformance
becomes negligible.

HERE ARE TWO EXAMPLES:
1. Unicorn Income, one of Tideway’s selected equity income funds, has beaten low cost ETF’s which you might pick for your equity
exposure by over 100% in the last 10 years.
200%

A

150%
100%

C

50%

B

0%
-50%
-100%
Apr 07

Oct

Apr 08

Oct Apr 09

Oct

Apr 10

Oct

Apr 11

Oct

Apr 12

Oct

Apr 13

Oct

Apr 14

Oct

Apr 15

Oct

Apr 16

Oct

25/04/2007 - 25/04/2017 DATA FROM FE 2017
Source Trustnet April 2017

Cumulative performance

1m

3m

6m

1y

3y

5y

10y

Since
Launch

A
 Unicorn UK Income B

6.4%

11.6%

16.8%

17.4%

25.2%

113.0%

179.3%

367.2%

B
 iShares UK Dividend

2.0%

7.2%

7.8%

13.9%

21.7%

69.1%

18.5%

69.4%

-0.7%

2.7%

5.5%

20.6%

21.1%

51.2%

58.1%

100.6%

UCITS ETF GBP
C
 iShares Core FTSE 100
UCITS ETF Inc GBP
Please remember past returns are not necessarily a good guide to future returns and the value of investments can fall as well as rise
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2. T ideway’s own Hybrid Capital fund has beaten the main UK corporate bond ETF by more than 8% in the 8 months
since the fund was launched.
8%

A

6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%

B

-4%
-6%
-8%
Sept 16

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan 17

Feb

Mar

Apr

01/09/2016 - 28/04/2017 DATA FROM FE 2017
Source Trustnet April 2017

Cumulative performance

1m

3m

6m

1y

3y

5y

10y

Since
Launch

A
 Tideway GBP Hybrid

2.3%

4.8%

7.6%

-

-

-

-

7.0%

1.1%

3.8%

3.3%

11.1%

26.3%

45.2%

73.2%

99.1%

Capital A Acc GBP
B
 iShares Core Corporate
Bond UCITS ETF GBP

Please remember past returns are not necessarily a good guide to future returns and the value of investments can fall as well as rise
In both cases the outperformance is down to fundamentally

Both of these funds represent good examples of ‘active’ fund

different portfolios of underlying securities versus the

management offering real value for money as compared to

headline index. In the case of Unicorn the portfolio held

funds which closely mirror an easily trackable index adding

is of smaller companies outside the FTSE 100 with good

extra costs with very little chance of outperformance.

prospects and strong dividend growth.
In the case of Tideway’s Hybrid fund it’s the focused
portfolio of hybrid securities, which get drowned out in
a UK corporate bond fund which either tracks or closely
mirrors the index.

TIDEWAY WEALTH
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GETTING IT RIGHT
THE IMPORTANCE OF TAX PLANNING
When it comes to creating spendable income from your

On point three a good example is to look at the taxation on

investments, it’s your after-tax income and capital gains

the investment profits from investing in shares. These profits

that count.

come in two forms:

It’s relatively simple maths but if you can make a 4% income or

• capital gains

£4,000 from £100,000 of investments if that income is collected
tax free, then you have £4,000 to spend. If it’s taxed at 40% then

• dividends

you only have £2,400 to spend. Or, put another way, you would

If shares are held in a pension fund, via a SIPP account for

need £166,700 or 67% more savings capital in the exact same

example, and the profits drawn out via a flexible drawdown

investments to get the same net spendable income.

100% of the profits will be taxed at marginal income tax rates.
Whereas if the same shares are held personally via a GIA then
gains are subject to capital gains tax and dividends credited with

T I D E W AY T I P S

some tax already paid and taxed at lower rates (see table below).

EXAMPLE
Lowering the tax payable on your investment and pension
income increases your spendable income, or allows you
to generate the same level of income but accept lower
investment returns and take less risk.

An individual with income in excess of the basic rate tax band
holding £100,000 of a share based fund which makes £6,000 of
gains and pays out £4,000 of dividends will pay £4,000 or 40%
on this total profit if it is taken out as a taxed income withdrawal.
By comparison the same individual holding the same share

Lowering tax payments in retirement is a key way to enjoy the
same net spendable income as when you were working even
when your investment income overall is less than what you
were earning. Key strategies are:
1. Spreading income and gains across a couple to avoid
higher tax rates
2. Making full use of all annual allowances and tax
favoured accounts
3. Getting the right investments in the right accounts so the
total tax take is as low as possible
4. Separating the cashflow that will be your spendable

based fund via a GIA would pay zero capital gains tax as the
gain would fall within their annual allowance and £1,300 of tax
on the dividends. In this case the average tax payable on the
£10,000 of profits is just 13% or £1,300 in total.
A tax saving of £2,700, or an increase in the net
spendable income earned from £6,000 to £8,700 or
45% for no extra risk.
Thus, in a situation where the income generated for an individual
is coming from a combination of a SIPP, GIA and ISA and from a
mix of equity and bond funds getting the right funds in the right
accounts can have a big impact in the level of net spendable
income generated.

income from the taxable gains and income wherever

It’s worth noting that at the time of writing there are 15 different

possible, to control and lower the tax on gains and income

tax rates that could apply to profits from investments (including

as it arises.

buy to lets) and pension withdrawals.

Please remember that the tax treatment of investment returns is dependent on individual circumstances and may be subject
to change in the future.
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Nil Rate Income

0.0%

Nil Rate Savings

0.0%

Nil Rate Dividend

0.0%

Nil Rate CGT

0.0%

Basic Rate Dividends

7.5%

Basic Rate CGT general investments

10.0%

Basic Rate CGT residential property

18.0%

Basic Rate Income

20.0%

Higher rate CGT general investments

20.0%

Higher Rate CGT residential property

28.0%

Higher Rate Dividends

32.5%

Top Rate Dividends

38.1%

Higher Rate Income

40.0%

Top Rate Income

45.0%

Rate for income between £100,000p.a. and £123,000p.a. as the nil rate band is removed

60.0%

Tax rates correct at the time of publishing
Source: HMRC website

In general, the more you can allocate your investment profits
up this table to the lower rates, the lower your overall tax
payable. The impact of planning here can be very significant,
and it can come as a surprise that after tax a couple can have
the same, or even higher net spendable income than they had
with one major breadwinner paying income tax through the
higher rates.
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PULLING IT ALL TOGETHER
- CASE STUDY
CASE STUDY
Alice and James are in their late 50’s, Alice has already given

James pays around £48,000 of tax and national insurance

up work and James works for a bank and has a salary and

on his earnings, an average rate of 37% and after mortgage

annual bonus which sees him earn £130,000. James would

repayments they have net spendable income of £5,800

also like to retire. They have ISAs worth £150,000, they have

per month, of which they need around £4,500 regularly and

just inherited £200,000 from Alice’s parents and following

£1,300 a month they can save for larger expenses.

a consolidation exercise and two defined benefit pension
transfers Alice has £450,000 in her pension fund and James
has £875,000. They own their three bedroom house with
£50,000 left to pay on the mortgage and expect that at some

After taking the 25% tax free cash sums from their pensions
and paying off their mortgage the couple could arrange their
investments as follows:

point they will trade down to a smaller property.

SIPP X 2
£1,030,000
flexible income

ISA X 2
£220,000
tax free income and gains

GIA X 2
£350,000
tax efficient income and gains

£6,000 FORECAST
NET OF TAX
MONTHLY INCOME
AFTER ALL FEES
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- CASE STUDY

Account
James SIPP

value
655,000

Investment Strategy
Cautious Horizon Portfolio 75/25

Average Gross
Annual Profit/Income
Tax Payable Net Income
or withdrawal
29,500

3,700

25,800

17,000

1,200

15,800

9,500

0

9,500

20,700

600

20,100

500

0

500

77,100

5,500

71,700

Bonds/Equities (note 4)
Alice SIPP

375,000

Cautious Horizon Portfolio 75/25
Bonds/Equities (note 4)

ISAs X2

220,000

Higher Yield Fixed Income
funds generating 4.3% net fees
annual income

GIAs X2

350,000

Equity Income funds generating
2.8% net of fees annual dividends
and targeting 3% average annual
capital growth (note 3)

Cash Reserve

50,000

Cash Deposit with interest less than
annual savings allowance (note 2)

TOTALS

1,650,000

Average approximate monthly net spendable income

6,000

Average tax rate

7%

In this scenario, although the couple’s gross income has

In the above plan the overall asset allocation for the whole

dropped by 40% importantly the average tax on their income

portfolio across all six investment accounts would be 65%

has collapsed from 37% to just 7% and, combined with not

towards fixed income and 35% towards equity funds which we

having to make mortgage repayments, means their forecast

would view as a medium risk overall portfolio.

average net spendable income has marginally increased.

Approximately 75% of the portfolio returns would be generated

Reducing the tax taken on the overall portfolio returns

by predictable bond fund interest or equity fund dividends, with

lowers the target returns needed to meet the income objectives

only 25% of the returns coming from capital growth. As well as

which in turn lowers the amount of risk that’s needed. More of

lowering the risk of the portfolio this means that we can say with a

the returns can come from predictable fixed income returns and

high degree of certainty that it will work and sufficient returns will be

reliable dividends and there is no great reliance on capital gains.

generated from day one to sustain the income withdrawals.
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PULLING IT ALL TOGETHER
- CASE STUDY
CASE STUDY NOTES
1. Forecast net returns shown here are estimated based on all
fees on the portfolio using Tideway’s Wealth Management

generate inflation plus 1.5% p.a. net of all fees on a low

service. This includes advice, portfolio administration, third

to medium risk basis. Assuming James and Alice increase

party fund selections, investment management and all fund

their incomes with inflation, but at age 65 reduce them to

and wrapper fees (see next section)

allow for their state pensions, forecast to be £6,000 p.a.

2. A cash reserve account is essential to give access to funds
in an emergency, also to act as a buffer account to smooth
out income. Income from the SIPPs could be arranged
monthly, or where there is likelihood of additional earned
income they can be taken annually towards the end of the
tax year when other earnings are known and kept to a level
to avoid higher rates of tax.
3. Capital growth on the equity income funds held in the GIAs
would be the most unpredictable element of the portfolio
returns, so again the cash buffer held would allow them to
be patient for gains to emerge, which may take a few years.
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4. T ideway’s cautious Horizon Portfolio DD2 is targeted to
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each, then we would forecast them still having balances of
around £100,000 in today’s money by age 95. In practice,
assuming tax rules around pensions stay as they are, it
will make sense for the couple to start to spend their other
capital and reduce pension withdrawals in later life to allow
them to pass on pension funds tax efficiently.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CONTROLLING COSTS
After getting the right mix of investments, careful tax and cash flow planning, the final issue to focus on is costs.
In the first section of the guide we identified the core requirements and functions needed to invest in retirement to create your income.

1.

2.

3.

4.

A bunch of

Held through

Selected and

Held via a

investment

a selection

managed by a

number of tax

securities

of funds

portfolio manager

wrapper accounts

5.
With an adviser to
help arrange the most
tax efficient accounts
and withdrawls

Items 1 and 4, the securities themselves and the tax wrapper

In doing this they should ensure the overall fees paid add

accounts to hold them in are essential items, its simply not

value for money.

going to work without them.

In the case of Tideway, we do both these functions for

For the most sophisticated and experienced investor with the

around 0.65% per year, as well as managing the fixed

time and resources to manage direct securities these two items

income funds giving us our total income of 1% and setting

are still going to cost on average around 0.5% per year.

overall portfolio costs for all 5 items at around 1.75%

There is a compelling case for adding item 2, the actively

including VAT where applicable.

managed funds to the solution to give access to the

However, we see some solutions where an adviser is

best investment managers and to overcome scale and

charging say 0.75% and then using another company to do

diversification issues. This will take your average costs to

the portfolio administration and fund selections for say 0.5%

around 1.25% per year.

plus VAT and then total costs are 2.6% p.a. This is a 63%

Items 3 and 5 the fund selections, portfolio administration
and advice are where there is probably the most choice and
the biggest opportunity to overpay.

uplift in our costs for what amounts to the same services.
It means if you buy fixed income holding investments
yielding 5%, more than half of this return will go in fees and
you will earn less than those who look after your money.

Doing it yourself is clearly one zero cost option, however it’s

In the case of equity income funds typically gathering

going beyond the capability and skills set of most people.

dividends of around 4% it means your income net of fees is

Those who want to pay to have it done will first need to

only going to be around 1.5%. This is where costs start to

choose between using one firm or using 2 separate firms.

outweigh the value they can add.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
WRAP ACCOUNTS
SIPPs are self-invested personal pensions, a type of personal

ISAs are Individual Savings Accounts which shelter

pension which has become common for looking after larger

investments from both income tax and capital gains tax with

pension account sums, usually more than £200,000. The

limits on annual contributions. ISAs fall into an investor’s

distinguishing features of a SIPP are separated administration

estate for inheritance tax. There are a few versions of ISAs

process and costs from investment management and advice

including Cash ISAs, Stocks and Shares ISAs and the new

costs plus an open architecture allowing for a range of

Lifetime ISAs.

different investments. SIPPs are particularly useful for flexible
drawdown as they allow for a portfolio of investments which
can be bought and sold individually to create the cash flow
required to pay out a regular income.

ISA is most commonly used and offers far better return
opportunities than a cash ISA, where deposit rates are now
extremely low. Cash ISAs can be transferred to Stocks and

SIPP fund taxation comes under personal pension rules.

Shares ISAs and save for the new LISA, ISAs can generally be

Investment returns inside a SIPP are virtually tax free, save

consolidated to enable a range of investments to be held in

for some un-reclaimable withholding taxes. 25% of a SIPP

one single account.

fund can be taken as tax free cash from age 55 and further
withdrawals, which are now unrestricted, are treated as
income and taxed at marginal income tax rates. SIPP funds
like other pension funds are subject to the Lifetime Allowance
rules, limits and excess taxes. Like all pension funds SIPPs
are set up as trusts and funds held in them are deemed to be
outside of the member’s estate for inheritance tax purposes.
SIPPs are also synonymous with investing in unregulated
investment schemes which are where there have been a large
number of scheme failures often with total loss to investors.
The SIPP provides the pension structure that allows pension
funds to end up in these investments. The larger SIPP
providers will generally not facilitate this, however there are
still smaller specialist SIPP providers who will permit this type
of investment. The FCA now regulates SIPP providers and
has been calling on them to hold more capital and be more
responsible, they are in effectively trustees and must ensure
pension funds are invested responsibly, in keeping with a
pension funds general objectives and within HMRC rules.
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For generating income in retirement the Stocks and Shares
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GIAs are General Investment Accounts used to hold
investments on behalf of an individual and where returns are
taxed as if the investments were held directly by the member
and are therefore subject to income and capital gains tax and
are treated as part of an investor’s estate for inheritance tax.
Investment Wrap Platforms provide these three accounts and
sometimes further types of investment accounts as a bundle
for investors so that their money can be invested and managed
easily across the various accounts. Most of these platforms
are technology driven and are accessed online with varying
functionality. Some are designed for use directly by investors
making their own investment decisions and doing their own
portfolio administration, others are arranged so that an adviser
business can carry out these functions on a client’s behalf.

ABOUT TIDEWAY
TIDEWAY WEALTH MANAGEMENT
Tideway Wealth is a division of Tideway Investment Partners

Tideway Wealth are also Specialist Pension Advisers and are

LLP, established in 2009 as an independently owned financial

one of the UK’s leading advisers in defined benefit (final salary)

advice and investment management business.

pension transfers, having completed over 1,000 transfers

Tideway Wealth provides bespoke managed investment

since the start of 2015 worth in excess of £0.5bn.

accounts and planning advice to individuals, families, trusts
and companies with a shared need to generate income from
irreplaceable capital.

Established in 2009, Tideway Investment Partners LLP is an independently owned firm of asset managers and financial advisers
focused on the at retirement market.

TIDEWAY ASSET MANAGEMENT

TIDEWAY FOR INTERMEDIARIES

• Managers of regulated Tideway UCITS Funds targeting

• End-to-end defined benefit pension transfer service

predictable returns and secure income
• Discretionary managers of bespoke and model
portfolios in segregated accounts
• Third party managed funds and individual securities
also available

• DFM service for at retirement investors
• Widely available on leading UK platforms
• T ideway UCITS Funds delivering predictable returns and
secure income

TIDEWAY WEALTH MANAGEMENT

CONTACT DETAILS

• Ongoing wealth, tax and investment planning advice

Tideway Investment Partners LLP

• Discretionary asset management across pensions, ISA’s

Thomas House, 84 Eccleston Square,

and general taxable accounts

London, SW1V 1PX.

• Offshore bonds

T: +44 (0) 20 3143 6100

• T ideway specialist pension advice

E: info@tidewayinvestment.co.uk

• Safeguarded benefits advice for defined benefit transfers

More information is available via our websites:

and other guaranteed pension plans

www.tidewayinvestment.co.uk
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TIDEWAY’S FOUNDING PARTNERS
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PETER DOHERTY (ON RIGHT)

JAMES BAXTER

MANAGING PARTNER AND CIO

MANAGING PARTNER

Peter joined Tideway in 2010 to lead the firm’s asset

James started Tideway in 2009 and oversees all of Tideway’s

management team and is now the largest shareholder in the

advice services. James sits on Tideway’s Investment

business. Peter is the lead portfolio manager of Tideway’s in-

Committee and is lead author on Tideway’s Guide to Final

house UCITS funds, chairs Tideway’s investment committee

Salary Transfers. James is regularly quoted in the financial

and is active in the firm’s business development.

press on pensions and financial planning.

Born in Sheffield, Peter graduated from Oriel College, Oxford

Born in Northampton James graduated from Imperial

with a degree in Engineering and has 30 years’ experience in

College, London. He has over 30 years’ experience as a

the fixed income credit markets. He has held senior positions

financial adviser and wealth manager and managed his own

at Goldman Sachs, Bear Stearns, Bank of America, Solent

firm from a start-up in 1989 before selling it in a management

Capital and Markit.

buyout in 2008.
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MORE INFORMATION
WHO REGULATES US?
Tideway Investment Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). The FCA is the
independent watchdog that regulates financial services. We are listed on the FCA register and our Registration Number is 496214.

IMPORTANT RISK NOTICES
• Make sure you understand all the risks before
investing. The information in this document
represents the views and opinions of Tideway

• The calculation basis for all the returns quoted can be
provided on request.
• Tideway Investment Partners provides no

Investment Partners LLP and does not constitute

guarantees, representations or warranties regarding

and should not be construed as investment advice

the accuracy of the information contained in this

or a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise invest

document. Forward-looking statements are based on

in any security.

assumptions. Since all assumptions, predictions and

• Past performance is no guarantee of future returns

statements simply reflect the current view of future

and the value of investments and the income they

events, they quite naturally are subject to inherent risks

produce can fall as well as rise. You may not get

and uncertainties. Thus, they should not be seen as

back your original investment and you may lose all

guarantees or promises regarding future performance.

your investment.
• The last 5 years have provided relatively high

• The information contained herein may not be
reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient

investment return opportunities as investments have

for any purpose without prior written consent. This

recovered from the 2008/9 financial crisis and driven by

document exists for information purposes only and

low interest rates. Returns at these levels are generally

does not constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer

not predicted for the next 5 years and investors should

for the product presented and may not be used as an

plan to expect lower returns.

offer or solicitation.

• The performance of individual client accounts will vary

• We strongly recommend you seek independent

from those quoted due to a range of factors including

professional advice prior to investing. If, after reading

the timing of when the account was first invested, the

this document, you have any questions or would like

size of the account, the underlying asset allocation and

any additional information please contact your financial

the third-party platform used.

adviser or speak to our Investor Services Team.

© 2017 Tideway Investment Partners LLP. All rights reserved.
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Tideway
Thomas House, 84 Eccleston Square, London, SW1V 1PX
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3143 6100
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